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OVERVIEW

- **SOVEREIGN WEALTH FUNDS ARE MATURING** (SOPHISTICATION)
- THEY FACE NEW CHALLENGES COMPARED TO 10–20 YEARS AGO
- MORE IS EXPECTED FROM SOVEREIGN FUNDS (EMERGING REALITIES)
- EQUALLY, THERE ARE NEW OPPORTUNITIES ON THE HORIZON.
SOVEREIGN WEALTH FUNDS (OVER THE PAST DECADE)

• HAVE BECOME MORE IMPORTANT IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

• HAVE STRENGTHENED THEIR GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

• HAVE EXTENDED THEIR REACH, DEEPENING SKILLS AND EXPERTISE

• HAVE DEMONSTRATED THEIR VALUE TO NATION–STATE SPONSORS.
MY PRESENTATION

• SITUATES SOVEREIGN FUNDS IN A CHANGING WORLD

• INDICATES HOW AND WHY SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT FUNDS ARE EMERGING

• IDENTIFIES THE ADVANTAGES ENJOYED BY SDFs, AND

• CLOSES ON THE IMPORTANCE OF HIGH QUALITY GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT.
Emerging Realities I

• A SLOWING RATE OF GLOBAL ECONOMIC GROWTH
• THE RESOURCES SUPER-CYCLE APPEARS TO BE OVER
• EMERGING MARKETS ARE INCREASINGLY VOLATILE AND VULNERABLE
• FINANCIAL CRISSES ‘LOOM’ IN CERTAIN COUNTRIES AND REGIONS.
Emerging realities II

• European economic growth is faltering (deflation)

• Attenuated by US and UK growth (in the short term)

• Amplified by geopolitical risk and uncertainty

• Compare Figure 1 with Figure 2.
GLOBAL PROSPECT Q2 2006

[Diagram showing relationships between inflation and growth for various countries, including Eurozone, European Union & EEA, and Global Reference Points.]
GLOBAL PROSPECT Q2 2014
EMERGING REALITIES III

• Banking systems remain fragile

• Focus is upon solvency with respect to another potential financial crisis

• There is increasing scrutiny of lending practices by regulators

• Resulting in a credit squeeze, even credit crises in some regions and countries.
EMERGING REALITIES IV

• MATCHED BY NATION–STATE INDEBTEDNESS

• REDUCED THE FISCAL CAPACITY AND POLICY FLEXIBILITY

• OVER–RELIANCE UPON MONETARY POLICY (QE1, QE2, etc.)

• NOTWITHSTANDING THE URGENT NEED TO INVEST IN THE FUTURE, E.G. INFRASTRUCTURE, INNOVATION, EDUCATION, AND DEVELOPMENT.
SWF INVESTMENT STRATEGIES I

• **By convention, SWFs are global portfolio managers**

• **Outsourcing investment management and execution to service providers**

• **Reliant upon global financial markets**

• **Often investing in offshore opportunities via traded and un-traded investment products.**
SWF INVESTMENT STRATEGIES II

• The global financial crisis profoundly disrupted confidence in this model

• Prompting greater control and oversight of the investment value-chain

• Accelerating commitment to the in-sourcing of investment management (by asset class, geography, etc.) and

• The deepening of in-house skills and expertise.
SWF INVESTMENT STRATEGIES III

• Hence, the search for different types of investment opportunities (e.g. untraded products and projects)
• And the search for different ways of investing (e.g. through peer-based cooperation and collaboration)
• While rewriting contracts with external providers
• Made possible by the size and scope of the larger SWFs.
SWF INVESTMENT STRATEGIES IV

• **There were (and are) exceptions**

• **Some sovereign funds have focused on project-based investment**

• **Being reliant upon internal expertise, longer-term partnerships etc.**

• **Benchmarked against long-term investment return targets, outside of financial markets.**
SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT FUNDS

• **It is obvious that many nation-state governments are fiscally constrained (and will remain so)**

• **But economic growth is at a premium (e.g. employment, income, and innovation)**

• **e.g.: the UK government has sought to encourage private investment in infrastructure.**
SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT FUNDS II

- Project finance via banks and related global financial institutions is declining (in relative terms) and comes at a higher price.
- In any event, nation-states have become wary of banks that are “too big to fail.”
- Inevitably, national governments have turned their attention to sovereign funds and other related institutions to fill the gap.
- Can they help?
SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT FUNDS III

• MANY SOVEREIGN FUNDS ARE CENTRES OF (SCARCE) NATIONAL FINANCIAL EXPERTISE

• HAVE RISK AND RETURN CULTURES VERY DIFFERENT FROM NATIONAL CENTRAL BANKS

• HAVE SKILLS AND EXPERTISE WITH GLOBAL CREDIBILITY CONSISTENT WITH BUILDING AND MAINTAINING INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIPS

• STAFFED BY ‘NATIONALS’ RETURNING FROM OVERSEAS WITH RELEVANT EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE.
Sovereign development funds IV

• **Like SWFs, SDFs are storehouses of national wealth**

• **Like SWFs, SDFs have investment goals and objectives**

• **Unlike SWFs, SDFs tend to invest locally and regionally rather than globally**

• **Unlike SWFs, SDFs view investment and development as synonymous.**
Advantages of SDFs I

• There can be a premium on local knowledge (recognised in the academic literature)

• Which is especially important when investing over the long term

• Where locking-in a local advantage can provide predictable long-term returns

• Especially when the sovereign fund is a patient investor rather than a portfolio investor.
ADVANTAGES OF SDFs II

• THERE CAN BE A PREMIUM ON LOCAL CONTROL OVER THE INVESTMENT PROCESS

• REORDERING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SOVEREIGN FUNDS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS AND CO-INVESTORS

• SETTING THE TERMS FOR THE FLOW OF COMMITMENTS AND THE FLOW RETURNS OVER THE SHORT TERM AND LONG TERM

• FACILITATING CLOSE TIES BETWEEN SOVEREIGN FUNDS AND GLOBAL INVESTMENT INSTITUTIONS WITH SIMILAR GOALS AND OBJECTIVES.
Advantages of SDFs III

- Local investing, patient investing, and control over the investment process can enable collateral returns (e.g. property development around a key infrastructure project)

- Especially important in circumstances where development is clustered in nodes of innovation and human capital

- Sustaining superior investment rates of return through the positive externalities of development

- Thereby underwriting the legitimacy of sovereign funds in civil society.
The SDF Project
Reinforcing Professionalizing and reorganizing the existing SOEs and national champions for success

Catalytic Diversifying old industries by seeding new ones

Crowding-In Through credible commercial focus, attract foreign investors into domestic industries.

Financialization Through credible commercial focus, bring discipline and commerciality to domestic industries.

Clark and Monk 2014, based on Chesbrough’s (2002) analysis of corporate venture capital.
Based on our research, we’ve found the following criteria are important in SDF success:

• **Commercial Orientation**: The new vehicle should have a clear, commercial mandate that will guide the management team’s decision-making and help other investors understand and relate to its mission.

• **Governance**: The SDF must have robust governance that can stand up to foreign due diligence. If this fund is going to originate deals and bring co-investors alongside, it will have to!

• **Local Access**: The SDF must be able to source, assess, structure, and de-risk (as appropriate) the investment opportunities in a credible way.
SDF Success Factors II

• **Top Talent:** It’s crucial that the individuals running SDFs be of the highest standing and, ideally, that they have a investment track record to back it up.

• **Local Voice:** SDF should provide a point of contact for international investors to make their voices heard among the local agents and actors.

• **De-Risking:** In certain circumstances, it may be necessary for the SDF to be in a ‘first loss’ position with certain guarantees around local risks.

• **Clarity of Mission:** The “financial” component of the SDF can generally handle developmental constraints so long as they are very well defined.
Some Things SDFs Should Avoid...

- **Deadweight Loss:** SDFs should avoid doing things that either the government or the free market would do on their own. If impact dollars are there to be catalysts, there’s really no social or environmental value in catalyzing something that would have happened anyway.

- **Unintended Consequences:** SDFs should learn from the failures of government and capitalism and try not to make short-term decisions that lead to long-term problems. It’s a relatively simple concept that warrants lots of scenario planning.

- ‘**Bridges to Nowhere’**: Development-orientation is not an excuse for a lack of rigor in investments. In fact, if you’re going to try to use financial markets to drive extra-financial benefits... you need to be more rigorous and savvy than the average investor. Or, at the very least, you better understand your strengths and weaknesses very well.
Looking forward I

- SWFs are likely to become hybrid organisations
- Combining portfolio investment with project finance
- Leading consortiums of like-minded institutions (local and global)
- Stepping into the gap left by banks and governments.
Looking forward II

- SDFs are growing in number and in significance
- Perhaps the next generation of sovereign funds
- With similar functions, if not the same institution form
- Being a storehouse of national wealth, and a means of enhancing long-term well-being.
LOOKING FORWARD III

• **Some SDFs will succeed**, reinforcing the strength and coherence of civil society

• **Some SDFs will fail** because of the mismatch between the interests of political elites and the expertise of sovereign financial institutions

• **Some SDFs will sustain their integrity** by a public role in their societies

• **Some SDFs will align with the “national interest”, thereby insulating themselves from the short-termism apparent in partisan politics.**
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